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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

mentioned, the study by Elkin et al. (3) showed no advantage
for the drug or two psychotherapies, although a secondary
analysis after stratification of the study group by severity indi-
cated that imipramine and one type of psychotherapy
showed an advantage over placebo.

Mynors-Wallis et al. (4) compared amitriptyline, problem-
solving psychotherapy, and placebo and reported after 6
weeks of treatment—the most relevant duration since giving
ineffective antidepressants for longer than 6 weeks is not
usual practice—that amitriptyline was not superior to pla-
cebo but psychotherapy was. This study does not address the
comparison of psychotherapy to drug treatment since the
most relevant comparison (at 6 weeks) showed no drug effect
for a well-proven drug treatment. It is not helpful to compare
psychotherapy to drug treatment if that proven drug happens
not to show efficacy in the study group.

A third study, by Jarrett et al. (5), compared phenelzine and
cognitive therapy to placebo in subjects with atypical depres-
sion. Their main outcome measure was a repeated-measures
analysis of covariance with scores on the Hamilton Depres-
sion Rating Scale. Although the main effects of time and treat-
ment were significant, the most relevant measure—the inter-
action between treatment and time—was not. Nevertheless,
pairwise comparisons showed significant differences most
weeks between each active treatment and placebo and no dif-
ference between the active treatments.

Dr. Casacalenda et al. (1)used as their measure of remission
a final score of 7 or lower on the Hamilton depression scale.
Jarrett et al. (5) used a threshold of 6 or lower on the Hamilton
depression scale. The overall chi-square values for remission
with the three treatments (phenelzine, psychotherapy, and
placebo) were significant; the pairwise comparison of
phenelzine and psychotherapy was not. This led the authors
to conclude that the treatments were effective and equivalent.
Yet, the risk ratio of cognitive psychotherapy and phenelzine
was 1.1, with a 95% confidence interval of 0.7 to 1.9. This indi-
cated a wide spread and a substantial lack of precision, lead-
ing, I believe, to reasonable doubt about the equivalence of
the treatments.

I conclude that none of these studies supports the conten-
tion that drug therapy and psychotherapy are equivalent in
the treatment of major depression, and a meta-analysis of
studies that includes those without a placebo cannot answer
the question.
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Dr. Casacalenda and Colleagues Reply

TO THE EDITOR: We thank Dr. Rifkin for his thoughtful com-
ments, in particular for emphasizing the importance of in-
cluding a meaningful comparison group in any study com-
paring the efficacy of drugs and psychotherapy for the
treatment of major depression. As discussed in our article,
this approach “is the only safeguard against…inadequate im-
plementation of pharmacotherapy, and nonspecific treat-
ment effects” (p. 1357).

Dr. Rifkin points out that the study by Elkin et al. (1989)
showed no advantage for imipramine or either of two psycho-
therapies over placebo. However, this conclusion was based
on analyses comparing changes in scores on the Hamilton
depression scale from pretreatment to posttreatment within
each of the treatment conditions. Secondary analyses exam-
ining remission, the focus of our review, found that the effects
of both imipramine and interpersonal therapy—but not cog-
nitive behavior therapy—were superior to those of placebo.

Dr. Rifkin also concludes—erroneously in our view—that
the study by Mynors-Wallis et al. (1995) “does not address the
comparison of psychotherapy to drug treatment since the
most relevant comparison (at 6 weeks) showed no drug effect
for a well-proven drug treatment.” First, that study showed
amitriptyline to be superior to placebo at 6 weeks on the basis
of another analysis comparing mean scores on the Hamilton
depression scale before and after 6 weeks of treatment. Sec-
ond, the remission rates at 6 weeks (29% for subjects taking
amitriptyline versus 3% for subjects taking placebo), although
not significantly different (the groups were small), were
clearly clinically meaningful. Finally, the results at 12 weeks
consistently showed that both amitriptyline and problem-
solving therapy were superior to placebo but not significantly
different from each other.

Finally, Dr. Rifkin expresses concern regarding lack of pre-
cision for the measures of efficacy in the study by Jarrett et al.
(1999). Again, we believe this was attributable to the small
group sizes in this study and in no way casts doubt on their
finding of no difference in efficacy between phenelzine and
cognitive therapy since they consistently showed, across five
different stringent definitions of remission, that the remission
percentages for both active treatments were almost identical
to each other and approximately double that for the placebo
group.

Therefore, despite the limitations of each study reviewed,
the remarkably consistent findings across these studies lead
us to conclude, as we did in our original review, that “antide-
pressant medication…and psychotherapy…were more effi-
cacious than control conditions, but there were no differ-
ences between active treatments” (p. 1355).
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